Email - 29-year-old woman with severe CRPS/RSDS

This email was received from a RSDS/CRPS patient in Ohio who ordered the VECTTOR unit
from Alan Neuromedical Technologies online and was never examined by me. Her doctor wrote
the prescription for her to receive a VECTTOR unit. She has been using the VECTTOR therapy
system for 4 months.
Hi Dr. Rhodes,
I have some major improvements to share with you! I'm so excited to be "living" again! I am
now pain med free and have been for the past month :-) I have noticed significant swelling
reduction in my feet and legs. My shoes are actually a size too large now that the edema is gone.
When I'm having a bad day, I hook up every 4 hours usually running 3 times a day at this point.
I've been starting to drive a little here and there again...not too far though. The menopause has
completely reversed and I've had one cycle since starting the VECTTOR. I've noticed my energy
level has significantly improved as well as my mood. I've been back to cooking again, my
sanctuary has always been my kitchen but the past 4 years it has been a torture chamber...the
thoughts of all that I used to do haunted me every time I went in there and the inability to take
care of my family the way I used to. Now, I take the blue tooth speaker in the kitchen and dance
around while I'm cooking!!! I have missed myself and who I was for years. It was like mourning
the loss of myself. It's amazing the improvements I've had since starting the VECTTOR! I'm
beyond grateful to you and will be forever indebted to you for giving me a life again. Something
I lost so long ago and never thought I would get back. I've also dropped 2 pants sizes since being
off my pain meds! I will keep you updated as to my progress! If there is ever anything that I can
do for you, please let me know!

Thank you again for everything you've done for us and will continue to do for many years!
Best Wishes,
Tiffany

